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a b s t r a c t

This paper reports a new framework for test-cost sensitive classification. It introduces a new loss function
definition, in which misclassification cost and cost of feature extraction are combined qualitatively and
the loss is conditioned with current and estimated decisions as well as their consistency. This loss function
definition is motivated with the following issues. First, for many applications, the relation between dif-
ferent types of costs can be expressed roughly and usually only in terms of ordinal relations, but not
as a precise quantitative number. Second, the redundancy between features can be used to decrease
the cost; it is possible not to consider a new feature if it is consistent with the existing ones. In this paper,
we show the feasibility of the proposed framework for medical diagnosis problems. Our experiments
demonstrate that this framework is efficient to significantly decrease feature extraction cost without
decreasing accuracy.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the general framework of classification algorithms, cost of
misclassification errors is typically considered for the design of
classifiers (Duda et al., 2001; Turney, 2000). However, in many
real-world applications, one may also want to balance misclassifi-
cation cost with cost of feature extraction. For example, in medical
diagnosis, it is possible to obtain a large group of features from var-
ious medical tests. On the other hand, a doctor orders only a subset
of them considering the distinctive power of the features together
with their costs. Typically, more expensive tests provide more dis-
tinctive features. Thus, the doctor first asks a patient simple ques-
tions to comprehend the current health status of the patient, and
then, if only necessary, orders some tests (typically simpler and
cheaper ones) based on the answers of the questions. If these tests
are not adequate to make decision, the doctor orders more tests
(most probably more complex and more expensive ones) based
on both the answers and the previous test results.

In literature, only a few studies incorporate the cost of feature
extraction into the design of their classification algorithms. A
large group of them focus on constructing decision trees in a
most accurately but, at the same time, a least costly way. These
studies define their splitting criterion as a function of both the
information gain of a feature and its extraction cost (Nunez,
1991; Tan, 1993). Alternatively, they use the sum of misclassifi-
cation and test costs as a splitting criterion (Sheng and Ling,
2006; Yang et al., 2006). These studies use a greedy approach
ll rights reserved.
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to construct their decision trees. To prevent the drawbacks of
the greedy behavior, lookahead strategies (Norton, 1989) and hy-
brid genetic algorithms (Turney, 1995) are also proposed. The
second group of studies sequentially select features based on ex-
pected utility. They follow a greedy approach such that, at each
step, they select a feature, extraction of which introduces the
maximum expected utility (Yang et al., 2006; Gunduz, 2001;
Zhang and Ji, 2006). For a feature, utility is defined in terms of
gain of using the feature and cost of its extraction. Yang et al.
(2006) and Gunduz (2001) define the gain as the difference be-
tween the current misclassification cost and the one expected
after feature extraction. These studies estimate the latter cost
since it is not possible to know its exact value before extracting
the feature. Yang et al. (2006) estimate it by taking expectation
over all possible feature values. Gunduz (2001) first estimates
the feature value by using the previously extracted features and
then computes expected cost by employing the estimated feature
as well as the previously extracted ones. Zhang and Ji (2006) de-
fine the gain as mutual information. They use dynamic Bayesian
networks to estimate posteriors that are used in expected entropy
computation. The third group of studies formulate the problem
with a Markov decision process model. They first learn an optimal
policy that minimizes the total expected cost on this model and
then select features according to this policy. Zubek and Dietterich
(2002) define a state for each possible combination of features
and find the optimal policy via a non-greedy approach. Since such
an approach requires high computational complexity, Ji and Carin
(2007) propose an approximation to effectively find the optimal
policy. This approximation uses a model, in which states are tied
to mixture components of particular features and they are only
partially observable.
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Although these previous studies yield promising results, none of
them addresses the following issues that are usually important for
real-world applications. First, in these studies, misclassification
cost and cost of feature extraction are combined quantitatively
for the definition of a loss/utility function. For that, the misclassifi-
cation cost is expressed as a precise quantitative value that is se-
lected by considering the cost of feature extraction1 and its
importance over the misclassification cost. However, in many real-
world applications, decision makers cannot express such importance
in terms of precise quantitative values. Instead, they roughly express
it in terms of ordinal relations; for instance, in cancer diagnosis, it
can be expressed that the cost of a medical test is smaller than that
of misdiagnosis. Second, all these studies select features based on
current information and the one expected after feature extraction.
None of them considers the consistency between this information.
On the other hand, in many real-world applications, consistency is
important. For example, in medical diagnosis, a doctor may not order
an expensive test for a patient, if he/she is confident enough that the
test confirms his/her current decision about the patient. Instead, the
doctor may want to order a test, for which he/she thinks that it will
change his/her decision. By doing so, the cost of extra tests, and
hence, the overall cost can significantly be decreased without
decreasing diagnosis accuracy.

In this paper, we report a novel test-cost sensitive approach that
successfully addresses these issues. In our approach, we use a
Bayesian decision theoretical framework, in which (1) misclassifi-
cation cost and cost of feature extraction are combined qualita-
tively and (2) the loss function is conditioned with the decisions
taken using current and estimated information as well as their con-
sistency. In our previous study, we also consider the consistency by
conditioning our loss function with the consistency between cur-
rent and estimated decisions (Cebe and Gunduz-Demir, 2007).
However, this previous study combines misclassification cost and
cost of feature extraction quantitatively, which requires the user
to determine exact quantitative constants. On the contrary, in this
current work, we define the conditioned-loss function qualita-
tively, which does not require the user to express his/her prior
information as precise quantitative numbers.

Qualitative decision theory studies the incorporation of qualita-
tive knowledge into decision making problems (Doyle and Thoma-
son, 1999). It enables to define probabilities and/or losses/utilities
qualitatively, as opposed to the classical approach where these val-
ues should be defined as exact numerical values. This kind of qual-
itative definition allows the user to reflect his/her generic
preferences on the problem, without the need of specifying them
in terms of exact numerical values. There are many studies that fo-
cus on theoretical aspects of qualitative decision theory (Brafman
and Tennenholtz, 1996; Dubois and Prade, 1995; Dubois et al.,
2002; Fargier and Sabbadin, 2005; Lehmann, 2001; Pearl, 1993).
However, its practical application is quite limited and there is still
a large gap between the theory and the practice (Doyle and Thoma-
son, 1999). The only application is the construction of qualitative
probabilistic networks where the probabilistic relations between
variables are defined by qualitative signs and inference is achieved
by propagating the signs throughout the network (Brafman et al.,
2004; Renooij and van der Gaag, 1998, 2002; Wellman, 1990).
There are also studies that allow to represent uncertainties in mis-
classification costs. For instance, Adams and Hands (1999) define a
comparative index of classifier performance when misclassifi-
cation costs are not exactly known. However, these studies do
not consider the problem of combining misclassification and fea-
ture extraction costs into a single loss/utility function for test-cost
1 Most of the time, feature extraction cost is easily expressed as a quantitative
value. For example, in medical diagnosis, this cost can be expressed as the amount of
money that one should pay for the corresponding medical test.
sensitive classification. In this work, we define qualitative condi-
tioned-loss functions to reflect the generic preferences of the user
on different types of costs and employ this representation for test-
cost sensitive classification in medical diagnosis problems. Our
experiments show that this qualitative representation significantly
decreases the total test cost without decreasing diagnosis accuracy.
2. Methodology

In our approach, we define the loss function qualitatively and
condition it with current and estimated decisions as well as their
consistency. For a given instance x, the conditional risk R(aijx) of
taking action ai is

RðaijxÞ ¼
XN

j¼1

PðCjjxÞkðaijCjÞ ð1Þ

where {C1, . . .,CN} is the set of N possible classes, P(Cjjx) is the prob-
ability of x belonging to class Cj, and k(aijCj) is the qualitative lost
function for taking action ai when the actual class is Cj. Comparing
the conditional risks of all possible actions qualitatively, we take an
action for which the conditional risk is qualitatively minimum. In
this section, we first define our conditioned-loss function and derive
conditional risk equations. Then, we incorporate qualitativeness into
this loss function and explain how to qualitatively compare the con-
ditional risks of actions. Finally, we provide the details of the pro-
posed algorithm that uses this qualitative loss function.

2.1. Consistency-based loss functions

The proposed test-cost sensitive classification algorithm defines
three types of actions: (1) extractk action that extracts feature Fk,
(2) classify action that stops extraction and classifies the in-
stance using current information, and (3) reject action that stops
extraction and rejects the classification of the instance. Fig. 1 de-
fines the loss function for each of these actions. The notations used
in this figure as well as in the rest of the paper are summarized in
Fig. 2.

For extractk action, the loss function always includes the
extraction cost (costk) that should be paid for acquiring feature
Fk. Additionally, it penalizes the extraction of Fk with a positive
qualitative amount of PENALTY if the extraction does not yield cor-
rect classification (Ck – Cact). On the contrary, it rewards the
extraction with a positive qualitative amount of REWARD, by adding
�REWARD to the loss function, if the extraction yields correct clas-
sification by changing an incorrect current decision (Ck = Cact but
Ccurr – Cact). However, it does not reward this action if the extrac-
tion just confirms a correct current decision (Ck = Cact and Ccurr =
Cact) since this brings an additional cost without providing any
new information. Therefore, the proposed loss function enforces
Fig. 1. Definition of the conditioned-loss function for extractk, classify, and
reject actions.



Fig. 2. Notations used in the paper.
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the algorithm not to extract additional features when they are ex-
pected to confirm the correct current decision. This leads to less
costly but equally accurate results. Here, we introduce the consis-
tency mechanism, which plays an important role in reducing fea-
ture redundancy. It suggests extracting an additional feature only
if the expected decision after using this feature is inconsistent with
the incorrect current decision (i.e., if the feature is non-redundant).
Otherwise, if the expected and current decisions are consistent (i.e.,
if the feature is redundant), it suggests not extracting the feature.
The extraction is never rewarded if it is expected to give misclassi-
fication, regardless of whether it is consistent or inconsistent with
the current decision.

For classify action, the loss function rewards the classifica-
tion with REWARD if the current decision is correct (Ccurr = Cact)
and penalizes it with PENALTY otherwise (Ccurr – Cact). Therefore,
for correct current decisions, the loss function enforces the algo-
rithm to classify the instance without extracting any additional
feature.

For reject action, the loss function rewards the rejection of
classification and feature extraction with REWARD, if both the cur-
rent and estimated decisions yield misclassification (Ccurr – Cact
and Ck – Cact for every Ck in CEST). It penalizes the rejection with
PENALTY if either the current decision or any of the estimated deci-
sions yields the correct classification (Ccurr = Cact or Ck = Cact for at
least one Ck in CEST). Thus, the loss function enforces the algorithm
to stop and reject classification when the correct classification is
not possible. Here, reject action is important in reducing feature
extraction cost as it causes to stop extracting new additional fea-
tures if it is believed that no further feature would give correct
classification.

Using this loss function, the conditional risks for extractk,
classify, and reject actions are given in Eqs. (2)–(4). Our pre-
vious work defines the loss function and conditional risks similarly
(Cebe and Gunduz-Demir, 2007). However, it requires using pre-
cise quantitative values of REWARD and PENALTY. In contrast, this
current work defines REWARD and PENALTY as qualitative values,
which eliminates the necessity of knowing their exact values to
compute the conditional risks.
Rextractk ¼
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞkextractk

¼
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ
 
costk þ Pkðj0ÞPENALTY

þ PkðjÞPcurrðj0Þ½�REWARD�
!

ð2Þ

Rclassify ¼
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞkclassify

¼
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ
 

PcurrðjÞ½�REWARD� þ Pcurrðj0ÞPENALTY
!
ð3Þ

Rreject ¼
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞkreject

¼
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ Pcurrðj0Þ
Y

Ck2CEST

Pkðj0Þ½�REWARD�
 

þ 1� Pcurrðj0Þ
Y

Ck2CEST

Pkðj0Þ
" #

PENALTY

!
ð4Þ
2.2. Qualitative decision making

Qualitative reasoning concerns with the development of meth-
ods that allow designing systems without precise quantitative
information. It primarily uses ordinal relations between quantities,
especially at particular locations (‘‘landmark values”). The numer-
ical value of a landmark may or may not be known, but the ordinal
relations with respect to the landmark, reflecting the generic pref-
erences, are known (Kuipers, 1994).

In this work, the landmarks are feature extraction costs (costk)
and PENALTY and REWARD values. Qualitative decision making re-
quires qualitatively comparing conditional risks, in which these
landmark values are used. Therefore, the ordering among the land-
marks should be specified. In this paper, we focus on medical diag-
nosis problems and specify such an ordering for these problems
making the following assumptions.

1. The cost of acquiring a feature (the price of a medical test) is
expressed quantitatively and is exactly known. Thus, the
extraction costs of different features are quantitatively com-
pared among themselves.

2. PENALTY and REWARD are defined as positive numbers, but their
exact values are not known. PENALTY is considered as the
amount that should be paid for misdiagnosis and REWARD is
considered as the amount that will be earned for correct diag-
nosis. It is assumed that PENALTY is always greater than
REWARD. Thus, it has more tendency to preventing misdiagnosis.
On the other hand, it is also possible to have the opposite
assumption, where REWARD > PENALTY. In this case, the same
method can be used to qualitatively compare conditional risks.
However, the rules derived from these comparisons (the rules
given by Cases 3 and 4 in Figs. 3–5) will be changed. The deri-
vations of the new rules are given in Appendix A.

3. Feature extraction costs are always less than any partial
amounts of PENALTY and REWARD. Thus, it is assumed that all
tests are affordable to prevent misdiagnosis and lead to the cor-
rect one. This assumption results in neglecting costk against
any amounts of PENALTY and REWARD. Its main motivation is
the fact that for many real-world applications, misclassification



Fig. 4. Decision rules derived for extractk vs. classify comparison.

Fig. 5. Decision rules derived for extractk vs. reject comparison.

Fig. 3. Decision rules derived for extract1 vs. extract2 comparison.
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cost is commonly much greater than test costs and it is unreal-
istic to consider the quantitative values of these two types of
cost in the same scale. For example, in cancer diagnosis, the cost
of a medical test (e.g., an ultrasound scan) is much smaller than
the misdiagnosis cost and obviously these costs are not in the
same scale. Note that although we neglect their quantitative
values, we consider the test costs through the consistency
mechanism. That is, the proposed approach does not extract
an additional feature if it is believed that the extraction just
confirms current information.

Next subsections explain how to qualitatively compare actions
pairwise using these assumptions and how to derive decision rules
as a result of these comparisons.

2.2.1. extract1 vs. extract2
We compute the net risk to compare the conditional risks of

extract1 and extract2 actions, which are defined for extracting
features F1 and F2, respectively. Here we use Eq. (2) to express the
conditional risks.

NetRisk ¼ Rextract1 � Rextract2

¼ ðcost1 � cost2Þ þ
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ
 

P2ðjÞ � P1ðjÞ
!
PENALTY

þ
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ
 

P2ðjÞ � P1ðjÞ
!

Pcurrðj0ÞREWARD

¼ NetCost þ X1PENALTYþ Y1REWARD ð5Þ

where NetCost = (cost1 � cost2), X1 ¼
P

jPactðjÞ P2ðjÞ � P1ðjÞð Þ,
and Y1 ¼

P
jPactðjÞ P2ðjÞ � P1ðjÞð ÞPcurrðj0Þ. Note that Pact(j) and
Pk(j) are not known in advance, and hence, they should be esti-
mated using current information beforehand. The details of this
estimation are given in Section 2.3.1.

Negative values of NetRisk imply that the conditional risk of ex-
tract1 is less than that of extract2. Thus, extract1 action is ta-
ken for negative NetRisks and extract2 action for nonnegative
ones. The sign of NetRisk depends on the signs of X1 and Y1 since
PENALTY and REWARD are defined as positive values and the sign
of NetCost can be neglected because of the third assumption. There-
fore, there are four different cases:

� Case 1 (X1 P 0 and Y1 P 0).
The values of both X1PENALTY and Y1REWARD are greater than
or equal to zero, and hence, NetRisk is nonnegative. Therefore,
extract2 action is taken. If both X1 = 0 and Y1 = 0, the action
with smaller cost is selected; the first assumption states that
ordering among the test costs is known.
� Case 2 (X1 < 0 and Y1 < 0).

The values of X1PENALTY and Y1REWARD are less than zero, and
hence, NetRisk is negative. Therefore, extract1 action is taken.
� Case 3 (X1 P 0 and Y1 < 0).

The sign of NetRisk depends on the magnitudes of X1 and Y1. If
jX1jP jY1j then jX1PENALTYj > jY1REWARDj, as the second
assumption states that PENALTY is greater than REWARD. Thus,
NetRisk is nonnegative and extract2 action is taken. If
jX1j < jY1j, we propose to use the definition given by Lehmann
(2001) to compare jX1PENALTYj and jY1REWARDj.

Definition 1. Let A and B be positive. A is qualitatively greater
than B if and only if there is a strictly positive real number
r 2 (0,1) such that (A � B)/A P r.

Thus, jY1REWARDj is qualitatively greater than jX1PENALTYj if and
only if

jY1REWARDj � jX1PENALTYj ()
jY1REWARDj � jX1PENALTYj

jY1REWARDj
P r

jY1REWARDj � jX1PENALTYj () 1� jX1PENALTYj
jY1REWARDj

P r

jY1REWARDj � jX1PENALTYj ()
jX1j
jY1j
6 ð1� rÞ REWARD

PENALTY

jY1REWARDj � jX1PENALTYj ()
jX1j
jY1j
6 SMALL

ð6Þ

where SMALL = (1 � r)(REWARD/PENALTY) is a real number. This
number is in between 0 and 1 as r 2 (0,1) and REWARD is as-
sumed to be less than PENALTY, which implies REWARD/PEN-
ALTY < 1. Thus, if jX1j < jY1j, we use Eq. (6) to determine the
sign of NetRisk. If jX1/Y1j 6 SMALL then jY1REWARDj is qualita-
tively greater than jX1PENALTYj, and hence, NetRisk is negative
and extract1 action is taken. Otherwise, if jX1/Y1j > SMALL,Net-
Risk is nonnegative and extract2 action is taken.

Obviously, the selection of SMALL affects the decision. This
work proposes to determine its value automatically from train-
ing data rather than having the user select this value. Thus, the
selection does not require the user to express his/her belief in
terms of quantitative numbers. Section 2.3.2 gives the details
of this selection.

� Case 4 (X1 < 0 and Y1 P 0).
Likewise, the sign of NetRisk depends on the magnitudes of X1

and Y1. If jX1jP jY1j then jX1PENALTYj > jY1REWARDj, since PEN-
ALTY is assumed to be greater than REWARD. Thus, NetRisk is
negative and extract1 action is taken. If jX1j < jY1j, the values
of jX1PENALTYj and jY1REWARDj are qualitatively compared



Fig. 6. Decision rules derived for classify vs. reject comparison.
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using Eq. (6). In this case, if jX1/Y1j 6 SMALL, jY1REWARDj is
qualitatively greater than jX1PENALTYj, and hence, NetRisk is
nonnegative and extract2 action is taken. Otherwise, if
jX1/Y1j > SMALL, NetRisk is negative and extract1 action is
taken.

Fig. 3 provides a summary of these four different cases and lists
the decision rules as a result of the comparisons.

2.2.2. extractk vs. classify
We compute the net risk using Eqs. (2) and (3) to compare the

conditional risks of extractk and classify actions.

NetRisk ¼ Rextractk � Rclassify

¼ costk þ
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ
 

PcurrðjÞ � PkðjÞ
!
PENALTY

þ
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ
 

PcurrðjÞ � PkðjÞ
!

Pcurrðj0ÞREWARD

¼ costk þ X2PENALTYþ Y2REWARD ð7Þ

where X2 ¼
P

jPactðjÞðPcurrðjÞ � PkðjÞÞ and Y2 ¼
P

jPactðjÞ PcurrðjÞð
�PkðjÞÞPcurrðj0Þ. The system takes extractk action if NetRisk is
negative and classify action otherwise. Similarly, costk term is
neglected and there are four different cases depending on the signs
of X2 and Y2. The decision rules are derived as explained in Section
2.2.1 and given in Fig. 4.

2.2.3. extractk vs. reject
We compute the net risk using Eqs. (2) and (4) to compare the

conditional risks of extractk and reject actions.

NetRisk ¼ Rextractk � Rreject ¼ costk

þ
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ Pcurrðj0Þ
Y

Cm2CEST

Pmðj0Þ � PkðjÞ
 !

PENALTY

þ
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ Pcurrðj0Þ
Y

Cm2CEST

Pmðj0Þ � PkðjÞPcurrðj0Þ
 !

REWARD

¼ costk þX3PENALTYþ Y3REWARD ð8Þ

where X3 ¼
P

jPactðjÞ Pcurrðj0Þ
Q

Pmðj0Þ � PkðjÞð Þ and Y3 ¼
P

jPact

ðjÞ Pcurrðj0Þ
Q

Pmðj0Þ � PkðjÞPcurrðj0Þð Þ. The system takes extractk

action if NetRisk is negative and reject action otherwise. The deci-
sion rules are similarly derived, considering the signs of X3 and Y3,
and given in Fig. 5.

2.2.4. classify vs. reject
We compute the net risk using Eqs. (3) and (4) to compare the

conditional risks of classify and reject actions.

NetRisk ¼ Rreject � Rclassify

¼
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ PcurrðjÞ � Pcurrðj0Þ
Y

Cm2CEST

Pmðj0Þ
 !

PENALTY

þ
XN

j¼1

PactðjÞ PcurrðjÞ � Pcurrðj0Þ
Y

Cm2CEST

Pmðj0Þ
 !

REWARD

¼ X4PENALTYþ X4REWARD

ð9Þ

where X4 ¼
P

jPactðjÞ PcurrðjÞ � Pcurrðj0Þ
Q

Pmðj0Þð Þ. The system
takes reject action if NetRisk is negative and classify action
otherwise. In this comparison, we have the same multiplier for
PENALTY and REWARD values. Thus, there are only two different
cases depending on the multiplier sign. If X4 P 0, NetRisk is nonneg-
ative and classify action is taken. Otherwise, if X4 < 0, NetRisk is
negative and reject action is taken. The decision rules are given
in Fig. 6.

2.3. Qualitative test-cost sensitive classification

For a given instance x, the proposed algorithm dynamically se-
lects a subset of features for its classification. At a given time, it
qualitatively compares the conditional risks of possible actions
using the decision rules listed in Figs. 3–6 and selects the one with
the minimum conditional risk. The algorithm continues this selec-
tion until either classify or reject action is taken. For the com-
parisons, Xi(X1, X2, X3, and X4), Yi(Y1, Y2, and Y3), and SMALL values
should be estimated.

2.3.1. Posterior estimation
Posterior probability estimates are used to compute Xi and Yi in

Eqs. (5), (7)–(9). Posteriors Pcurr(j) are computed by the current
classifier using the features that have already been extracted. How-
ever, posteriors Pk(j) and Pact(j) cannot exactly be known prior to
extracting feature Fk and they should be estimated using only the
extracted features.

For each unextracted feature Fk, posteriors Pk(j) are estimated
as follows: First, classifier C is trained on training samples
D ¼ fxtgT

t¼1, for which the inputs include the extracted features
plus feature Fk and the outputs are the class labels. Then, posteriors
Pk(j) are generated for every training sample using classifier C and
an estimator is trained to learn these generated posteriors from
only the extracted features, but not feature Fk. The estimator is
then used to estimate Pk(j) for unseen test instance x, without
using its feature Fk. Note that for instance x, it is not possible to di-
rectly obtain Pk(j) using classifier C since its feature Fk has not
been extracted yet.

In this work, we use a Parzen window estimator whose kernel
function q(u) defines a unit hypercube

qðuÞ ¼
1 if juij 6 1=2; for all dimensions i

0 otherwise

�
ð10Þ

Using this kernel function, posterior Pk(j) is estimated as

dPkðjÞ ¼
PT

t¼1q
x�xt

h

� �
� PktðjÞPT

t¼1q
x�xt

h

� � ð11Þ

where h is the length of an edge of the hypercube and selected using
leave-one out maximum likelihood estimation (Duin, 1976). In this
equation, Pk(j) is equivalent to P(Ck = jjx) as given in Fig. 2 and
Pkt(j) is defined as P(Ck = jjxt).

For extractk action, posteriors Pact(j) are computed multiply-
ing posteriors Pcurr(j) and Pk(j) for each class j and normalizing
the products such that

P
jPactðjÞ ¼ 1. For classify and reject

actions, only posteriors Pcurr(j) are used since these actions stop
further feature extractions for instance x.

Previous studies also estimate posteriors using the extracted
features. Sheng and Ling (2006) and Yang et al. (2006) compute
the posterior probability of a feature taking a particular value by
using the Bayes’ rule where likelihoods and priors are estimated
by maximum likelihood estimation. Zhang and Ji (2006) compute
posteriors using dynamic Bayesian networks. These studies con-
duct their experiments on discrete features. On the other hand,
we work on both discrete and continuous features. In this work,
we prefer using a non-parametric estimator, since our earlier
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Fig. 7. Selection of SMALL value: (a) the histogram of the distinct jXij/jYij ratios of ambiguous cases and the two Gaussian components estimated on these ratios and (b)
posteriors, which are obtained using the estimated Gaussians and prior probabilities.

Table 1
Results obtained with decision tree classifiers.

Baseline Our algorithm

Accuracy Accuracy Cost red. percent No. of rejects

Bupa 59.2 ± 5.3 59.0 ± 6.3 69.0 ± 7.2 0
Heart 77.1 ± 5.7 76.4 ± 6.9 63.1 ± 20.1 0
Thyroid 98.5 98.1 53.0 1

Table 2
Results obtained when consistency is not considered.

Consistency-off

Accuracy Cost red. percent No. of rejects

Bupa 55.7 ± 9.0 24.5 ± 7.6 2
Heart 76.6 ± 6.1 1.7 ± 3.4 5
Thyroid 98.2 5.3 3
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experiments faced difficulties in selecting a parametric model that
works with both discrete and continuous features as well as cor-
rectly estimating its parameters.

2.3.2. SMALL value estimation
The value of SMALL is automatically determined on the distinct

training samples, for which the ambiguity arises (e.g., jX2j < jY2j in
Case 3 of extractk vs. classify comparison). For these samples,
we record jXij/jYij ratios and continue the algorithm by taking the
SMALL value as zero; i.e., by quantitatively comparing jXiPENALTYj
and jYiREWARDj. Such ambiguous cases are assumed to arise due to
the possibility of two different beliefs (e.g., when jX2j < jY2j in Case
3 of extractk-vs-classify comparison, one belief says to take
extractk action whereas the other one says to take classify ac-
tion). Thus, the jXij/jYij ratios of these ambiguous cases are as-
sumed to be drawn from a mixture density of two Gaussian
components,2 each representing a different belief. These two
Gaussian components and the priors of the two beliefs are esti-
mated using an expectation–maximization algorithm. SMALL value
is then determined as the point, where the posterior of the first be-
lief is always smaller than that of the second one. For sample data,
Fig. 7(a) shows the histogram of jXij/jYij ratios of ambiguous cases
and the two Gaussian components estimated on these ratios.
Fig. 7(b) shows posteriors of these beliefs.

3. Experiments

In our experiments, we use three medical data sets that are
available in the UCI repository together with their costs (Blake
and Merz, 1998). These data sets consist of features extracted by
asking questions to a patient and those extracted from medical
tests. A nominal cost of $1 is assigned to question-based features.
Some medical tests may share a common cost (e.g., cost of collect-
ing blood), which should be paid only once.

1. Bupa liver disorders data set: There are two classes and five med-
ical-test-based-features with costs of {$7.27, $7.27, $7.27,
$7.27, $9.86}. All medical tests share the common cost of
$2.10. This data set includes 345 instances. As its size is rela-
tively smaller, we use 10-fold cross-validation for this data set.
2 Here we use a Gaussian model, which is analytically tractable and often
considered as an appropriate model for many real-world situations (Duda et al.,
2001). However, it is also possible to use different models for SMALL selection. The
investigation of such models could be considered as future work.
2. Heart disease data set: There are two classes and 13 features.
Four of these features are question-based-features and the
remaining nine are medical-test-based-features with costs
of {$7.27,$5.20,$102.90,$102.90,$87.30,$87.30,$87.30, $15.50,
$100.90}. There are three types of common costs: $2.10 for the
first two features, $101.90 for the next two features, $86.30 for
the next three features. The last two features do not share a com-
mon cost. This data set includes 303 instances. However, we
eliminate six of them with missing values and use the remaining
297 instances. As its size is relatively smaller, we also use 10-
fold cross-validation for this data set.

3. Thyroid disease data set: There are three classes and 21 fea-
tures. The first 16 features are question-based-features and
the next four are medical-test-based-features with costs of
{$22.78,$11.41,$14.51,$11.41} and a common cost of $2.10.
The last feature is defined using the nineteenth and the twen-
tieth features, so we use it in classification only if both fea-
tures have been extracted. This data set includes 3772
training instances. In the UCI repository, there is a separate
test set including 3428 instances.

In our experiments, we use decision tree classifiers and Parzen
window estimators.3 Decision trees are trained using PRTools tool-
box (Duin, 2000). Information gain is selected as the splitting crite-
3 This paper does not focus on increasing the absolute performance, but rather on
demonstrating the methodology. However, the proposed methodology allows to use
different classifiers that could yield better performances.
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Fig. 8. Effects of the selection of SMALL to the accuracy and the cost reduction percentage. Results are obtained on the test set for: (a) the Bupa data set, (b) the Heart data set,
and (c) Thyroid data set. The SMALL value selected on training samples and the accuracy of the baseline classifier are also indicated.

Table 3
Results obtained with HMM classifiers.

Baseline Our algorithm (Ji and Carin, 2007)

Accuracy Accuracy Cost red. percent Accuracy Cost red. percent

Bupa 62.9 ± 7.2 62.0 ± 7.1 53.6 ± 14.5 61.8 ± 6.3 29.6 ± 8.3
Heart 85.9 ± 6.1 85.5 ± 5.9 37.0 ± 5.4 84.5 ± 6.0 35.1 ± 6.1
Thyroid 95.7 95.6 46.6 94.8 52.9
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rion and early pruning option is used for the Bupa and Heart data
sets and no pruning option is used for the Thyroid data set. The
parameter of early pruning is selected as to optimize the baseline
classifier. Other intermediary classifiers used for posterior estima-
tion are trained using the selected parameter. Although this
parameter may be non-optimal for all these classifiers, using the
same parameter reduces time to search an optimal setup for each.
Table 1 reports the results of the proposed qualitative test-cost
sensitive algorithm and the baseline classifier, which uses all avail-
able features in its decision tree construction. This table provides
accuracy, cost reduction percentage, and number of samples for
which reject action is taken. The results are obtained on the test
set for the Thyroid data set4 and using 10-fold cross-validation for
the Bupa and Heart data sets. For the Bupa and Heart data sets,
the average accuracies and cost reduction percentages obtained with
10-fold cross-validation and their standard deviations are reported.
These results demonstrate that the proposed qualitative test-cost
sensitive algorithm significantly decreases overall feature extraction
cost without decreasing accuracy. The results also show that reject
action is only rarely taken.

Our algorithm starts with the cheapest feature and sequentially
selects a subset of other features until classify or reject action
is taken. In order to analyze the effects of starting with a more
expensive feature, we repeat the experiments for the Bupa data
set starting with the most distinctive but more expensive feature.
Ten-fold cross-validation gives 58.5% accuracy and 43.9 cost reduc-
tion percentage. Although the accuracy is almost the same with the
accuracy given in Table 1, there is an approximately 20 percent de-
crease in the cost reduction. This decrease is attributed to the fact
that there is typically a direct proportion between the cost of fea-
tures and their distinctive powers. When the algorithm starts with
a more distinctive feature, it should pay its cost for any instance
regardless of whether this feature is actually necessary for the
instance.
4 Our previous work (Cebe and Gunduz-Demir, 2007) takes the cost of question-
based-features as zero (instead of a nominal cost of $1) and does not consider the
common costs. Thus, its results for the Thyroid data set are slightly different than
those in given Table 1.
In order to examine its importance, we repeat the experiments
without using consistency. For that, we always reward feature
extraction if it yields correct classification, regardless of whether
or not this classification would be consistent with the current deci-
sion. Table 2 gives the results. They show that the algorithm tends
to extract almost all of the features when it does not employ con-
sistency. This is presumably due to the assumption of misclassifi-
cation cost being greater than extraction cost of any feature. On
the other hand, with the use of consistency, our algorithm can stop
extracting features if it believes that future decisions are to be con-
sistent with the current one. This prevents extracting redundant
features.

We also investigate the effects of SMALL selection to the results.
Fig. 8 gives accuracies (with solid blue curves and using the left y-
axis) and cost reduction percentages (with dashed red curves and
using the right y-axis) as a function of SMALL. It shows the test re-
sults for the Thyroid data set and the results of a single fold for the
Bupa and Heart data sets. It also gives the selected SMALL value
and accuracies of baseline classifiers (with dotted black curves
and using the left y-axis). For the Bupa and Heart data sets, the
accuracy change with respect to SMALL is relatively smaller
whereas the change in the cost reduction is larger. This shows that
the algorithm attempts to yield higher accuracies at the cost of
decreasing cost reduction. For the Thyroid data set, SMALL affects
both accuracy and cost reduction. Smaller values should be used
to obtain higher accuracies; the algorithm can successfully select
one of such values.

3.1. Comparisons

We compare our results with those of the previous algorithm,5

which employs a partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) to solve the feature selection problem (Ji and Carin,
2007). This previous work uses an extension of a standard hidden
Markov model (HMM) classifier where state transition probabili-
ties are conditioned with feature extraction actions and values
observed after feature extraction. This model can be used in two
5 We would like to thank the authors for kindly sharing their code with us.



Fig. 9. Decision rules derived for extract1 vs. extract2 comparison when
PENALTY = REWARD.

Fig. 10. Decision rules derived for extract1 vs. extract2 comparison when
PENALTY < REWARD.
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different ways: (1) When a feature sequence is specified, it takes
actions depending on the sequence and produces the probability
of the sequence being generated by the model of each class (i.e.,
class posterior probabilities). (2) When a feature sequence is not
specified, it sequentially determines a sequence of features,
calculating expected risk of extracting each remaining feature with
the POMDP and using expected risk of taking classify action. It con-
siders the remaining features extraction of which decreases the
risk of classify action by at least an amount of their extraction costs
and selects the one with the maximum net decrease. If there are no
such remaining features, the algorithm stops and classifies the
sample using the extracted features.

The proposed algorithm and the baseline classifier use the
HMM as described in the first way. The proposed algorithm obtains
posteriors providing a feature subset to the HMM whereas the
baseline classifier obtains them providing the complete set of fea-
tures. The HMM model has a parameter (the number of states);
this parameter is also selected as to optimize the baseline classifier.
Table 3 reports the results of the proposed algorithm, the previous
algorithm (Ji and Carin, 2007), and the baseline classifier. Although
all of them use the same HMM, the baseline classifier employs all
features whereas the others have their own feature selection poli-
cies. The policy of Ji and Carin (2007) has two free model parame-
ters: cost of correct classification and cost of misclassification.
These parameters are selected on training samples. On the other
hand, the feature selection policy of the proposed algorithm does
not require any free model parameter being externally optimized;
there is no need for the user to determine the value of SMALL
beforehand since it is automatically determined on training
samples.

In order to statistically analyze the results given in Table 3, we
conduct statistical tests. The Wilcoxon signed rank test is used for
cost reduction percentages and the McNemar’s test is used for
accuracies. Both tests use a significance level of 0.05.

For the Bupa data set, there exists no statistically significant dif-
ference between accuracies. However, the difference between cost
reductions is statistically significant. This difference is related with
features selected by the algorithms. The proposed algorithm usu-
ally stops after selecting a single feature as it believes that no addi-
tional feature will change its decision. This indicates the
importance of consistency. On the other hand, the previous algo-
rithm (Ji and Carin, 2007) continues extracting additional features.
This algorithm proposes a myopic approach to approximate the
non-myopic POMDP solution. As indicated by its authors, such an
approximation may not be effective for some examples and the
Bupa data set may be one of them. For the Heart data set, there ex-
ists no statistically significant difference between accuracies and
cost reductions. For the Thyroid data set, the proposed algorithm
yields statistically better accuracies whereas the previous algo-
rithm leads to statistically better cost reductions. Here the baseline
HMM classifier gives more inaccurate results (more inaccurate
posteriors) compared to decision trees. This causes the proposed
algorithm to take incorrect decisions in feature selection; it at-
tempts to improve accuracy at the cost of extracting more and
more features since misclassification cost is assumed to be always
greater than the extraction cost of any features.

In these results, the proposed algorithm does not take reject

action for the Bupa and Heart data sets and it takes reject action
for less than one percent of the instances in the Thyroid data set.
This is presumably due to the inaccurate posteriors generated by
the HMM classifier. Note that in computing accuracies and in con-
ducting statistical tests, we consider the reject cases as incorrect
classifications. Table 3 also shows that the proposed algorithm
can use any type of classifiers since it uses posteriors regardless
of the classifier type. When the results in Table 1 (a decision tree
classifier) and Table 3 (an HMM classifier) are compared, it can
be seen that the accuracy of our algorithm depends on the accuracy
of the baseline classifier.
4. Conclusion

We introduced a new Bayesian decision theoretical framework
for test-cost sensitive classification. This framework uses a new
loss function in which misclassification cost and cost of feature
extraction are qualitatively combined and the loss function is con-
ditioned with current and estimated decisions as well as their con-
sistency. Working with three medical diagnosis problems, our
experiments demonstrated that (1) the proposed approach signifi-
cantly decreases overall feature extraction cost without decreasing
diagnosis accuracy, and (2) it overcomes the problem for the user
to express his/her prior belief (the relation between misclassifi-
cation cost and cost of feature extraction) as an exact quantitative
number.

One of the future research directions is to investigate incorpo-
ration of the qualitative decision theory into other machine learn-
ing problems. Another possibility is to also include the other
types of cost (e.g., delay cost (Sheng and Ling, 2006) and compu-
tational cost (Demir and Alpaydin, 2005)) into the problem
formulation.

Appendix A

This work assumes that PENALTY > REWARD. However, it is also
possible to have other assumptions (PENALTY = REWARD or RE-

WARD > PENALTY), for which conditional risks can qualitatively be
compared using the same method explained in Section 2.2.
Although the method is the same, the rules given in Figs. 3–5 are
partially changed. This appendix derives the rules of extract1
vs. extract2 comparison for the other assumptions (Figs. 9 and
10). It uses the same NetRisk equation, given in Eq. (5), and takes
extract1 action for negative values of NetRisk and extract2 ac-
tion for nonnegative ones. It also neglects NetCost against any par-
tial amount of PENALTY and REWARD.

When PENALTY = REWARD, Eq. (5) becomes NetRisk = Net-
Cost + (X1 + Y1) PENALTY. Since NetCost is neglected and PENALTY

is always greater than zero, the sign of NetRisk depends on the sign
of (X1 + Y1). Thus, extract1 action is taken for negative sums and
extract2 action for nonnegative ones.

When REWARD > PENALTY, the same four different cases are
considered, depending on the sign of X1 and Y1. The decision rules
for Cases 1 and 2 remain exactly the same. On the other hand, the
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rules for Cases 3 and 4, where X1 and Y1 have the opposite signs,
are to be changed.

� Case 3 (X1 P 0 and Y1 < 0).
The sign of NetRisk depends on the magnitudes of X1 and Y1. If
jY1jP jX1j then jY1REWARDj > jX1PENALTYj since REWARD > PEN-
ALTY. Thus, NetRisk is negative and extract1 action is taken. If
jY1j < jX1j, Definition 1 is used for qualitative comparison.
jX1PENALTYj is qualitatively greater than jY1REWARDj if and only
if
jX1PENALTYj � jY1REWARDj

() jX1PENALTYj � jY1REWARDj
jX1PENALTYj

P r2

jX1PENALTYj � jY1REWARDj ()
jY1j
jX1j
6 ð1� r2Þ

PENALTY

REWARD

jX1PENALTYj � jY1REWARDj ()
jY1j
jX1j
6 SMALL2 ð12Þ

where SMALL2 = (1 � r2)(PENALTY/REWARD) is a real number in
between 0 and 1, as r2 2 (0,1) and PENALTY < REWARD. Thus, if
jY1j < jX1j, Eq. (12) is used to determine the sign of NetRisk. If
jY1/X1j 6 SMALL2, NetRisk is nonnegative and extract2 action
is taken. Otherwise, NetRisk is negative and extract1 action is
taken.
� Case 4 (X1 < 0 and Y1 P 0).

The sign of NetRisk depends on the magnitudes of X1 and Y1. If
jY1jP jX1j then jY1REWARDj > jX1PENALTYj, since REWARD > PEN-
ALTY. Thus, NetRisk is nonnegative and extract2 action is
taken. If jY1j < jX1j, jX1PENALTYj and jY1REWARDj are qualita-
tively compared using Eq. (12). In this case, if jY1/X1j 6 SMALL2

then jX1PENALTYj is qualitatively greater than jY1REWARDj, and
hence, NetRisk is negative and extract1 action is taken. Other-
wise, NetRisk is nonnegative and extract2 action is taken.
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